
 

 

Yamarin 68DC with trailer and Air-Dock 
Yard:   Inha Works Ltd. (Finland) 
Building year:  2011   
Length over all: 6,8 m  
Beam:   2,6 m 
Draft:   1,0 m 
Displacement:  1,65 ton 
Engine:  Yamaha F 250 outboard 4,2l. V6 , 250 Hp  (± 375 hrs.)  
Lying:             Middenmeer (NL), in a winter storage on a trailer 
 
Extra‘s; 
Double axis trailer (2016)  (total weight: ± 2700 kg) 
Air-Dock system to lift the boat above the water on an aircushion. Can 
be mounted anywhere and prevents fouling of the hull and thus no 
environment unfriendly paints is necessary, the Air-Dock system 
inflated/deflates within 5 minutes. 
Powerful 250 Hp outboard engine to be able to experience all fun 
sports, speed up to 85 km/hr,   
Low engine hours and all bills for maintenance can be inspected. 
Turboswing mounted around engine for the attachment of all towing 
lines and to prevent speed loss in the curves.  
Toys:  Water-ski’s, Banana Tube, Jobe Breeze tube  
Bracket to hold 2 water-ski’s mounted in fore cabin 
Spacious cockpit with cushions/backrests to sit comfortably around 
the table that can be folded to make more room in the cockpit or 
lowered to make an extra double bed. 
Double steering seat, because of the folding backrest that seat can 
also be used as an extra seat to the table  
Teak flooring in the cockpit and on the transom steps 
Locker lids with gas struts to prevent them from falling on your head. 
The cabin has a seat with a toilet underneath it and a nice double bed 
with a top mattress to sleep extra comfortably  
4 portholes in the bow, (can be opened) 
Electrical trim tabs 

Garmin GPSmap 5012  plotter with touchscreen and maps of  
Finland and the Benelux 
Extra light at steering seat 
1-burner stove with washbasin next to it (with cutting board) 
Fridge with Freezer 
Toilet with black water tank  
Stereo radio with loudspeakers in the cockpit 
Shore power system with 2x 230V  plug sockets  
Shore power cable 
Battery charger 
2 Batteries 
Cockpit shower 
Speedometer / fuel user gauge Yamaha 
Life vests 
Lights 
Bathing ladder (folding) 
Sprayhood/cockpit tent (can be folded away underneath aft 
cockpit coaming)  
Cover tarp for on trailer  
Mooring lines and fenders 
Many other usefull extra’s 

      Asking price incl. VAT.:  € 52.000,-- (complete with trailer and Air-Dock)   

    
 

   
 

      
 
Gorgeous Yamarin 68 DC, In both optical and technical super shape, super clean and has always 
been in a covered winter storage. Boat and trailer way a maximum of 2700 kg.  


